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The lede is the first line of an article or book that grabs the reader and pulls him or her in, capturing
their attention and keeping them riveted to what you have to say.
In Module Three, I go through the different styles of ledes. What I want you to do now, is practice
using each of these ledes for your article. For example, if my article is on "How to Beat Spring
Allergies" my lede types may look like this:

Breaking News:
A new study shows that drinking orange juice three times per week cuts the severity of spring allergy
attacks by 50%.

Little Known Information:
Did you know that drinking orange juice can reduce your allergy symptoms by as much as 50%?

Contrary View:
Most people swear by over-the-counter antihistamines for spring allergy relief, but more and more
studies show that natural remedies are far more effective.

Amazing Story:
Jane suffered with severe seasonal allergies for twenty years, until a 6-ounce glass of orange juice
broke the cycle.

Promise:Want a natural way to beat seasonal allergies? This one easy and delicious lifestyle
change will have you breathing easier in less than two weeks.
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Now You Try!
Breaking News:

Little Known Information:

Contrary View:

Amazing Story:

Promise:
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Now let's take the ledes you wrote on the last page and fine-tune them. Try to keep them under 40
words and see if you can include the who, what, when, and where.

Lede:____________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________
#of Words _____________________

Who____________________________________________________________________________

What___________________________________________________________________________

When___________________________________________________________________________

Where___________________________________________________________________________

How/Why (optional)
________________________________________________________________________________

Lede:____________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________
#of Words _____________________

Who____________________________________________________________________________

What___________________________________________________________________________

When___________________________________________________________________________

Where___________________________________________________________________________

How/Why (optional)
________________________________________________________________________________
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Lede:____________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________
#of Words _____________________

Who____________________________________________________________________________

What___________________________________________________________________________

When___________________________________________________________________________

Where___________________________________________________________________________

How/Why (optional)
________________________________________________________________________________

Lede:____________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________
#of Words _____________________

Who____________________________________________________________________________

What___________________________________________________________________________

When___________________________________________________________________________

Where___________________________________________________________________________

How/Why (optional)
________________________________________________________________________________
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Lede:____________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________
#of Words _____________________

Who____________________________________________________________________________

What___________________________________________________________________________

When___________________________________________________________________________

Where___________________________________________________________________________

How/Why (optional)
________________________________________________________________________________
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Beta readers are wonderful for sounding out your article. They can pick up errors in logic, proof for
grammar and punctuation errors, and give overall advice. After all, you are writing for readers, so
having a reader's critique is priceless. You can make notes on your own of what different readers say,
or ask them to redline your article and just work from that.

I find that it helps to keep track of the comments I receive and note overlapping ones. This lets you
know when you're falling into bad writing habits and helps you self-correct before they become too
ingrained.

For example, one of my bad writing habits is using "that" when I don't need to. Several beta readers
made this observation and, once I realized how noticeable it was becoming, it was easier for me to
watch out for it. I still make this mistake, but now when I proofread my own articles I know to look for
it!


